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LETS COOPERATE: Let's begin cooperating now to make this Homecoming the BIGGEST ever, and the BEST.

592 Sign for Classes
Fall Enrollment Hits 20 Year Peak; Vets Up
The biggest fall term enrollment since 1928 swelled the college registrar's rolls at OCE this fall term as Registrars R. E. Lennartsen's figures show that 152 students were cleared for classes. The campus crowd brought OCE the largest fall term enrollment in the school's history since 1928—nearly 27 percent.

Another important step in the continued heavy veteran enrollment, OCE has registered 190 veterans this quarter, an increase of 21 percent over last year. Men have outnumbered women at OCE since 1941.

The increases are partly due to a continuing shift by students from technical to secondary education field to study for elementary certification.

The University of Oregon and Oregon State college both have shown decreases since last year, but all three colleges of education have increased.

OCEs to Hear Concerts Free
Miss Joan Seavey announced last week that the OCE student body had secured a contract with the College Music Association of Corvallis to permit all those students who are interested to see all of the association's concerts free of charge. The student body paid a fee of $1.00 per student for this privilege.

It is hoped that buses may be used for this school, so that there will be no fee for transportation. To insure a place on the bus it will be necessary to sign up a week in advance of each concert.

While non-students will have to pay $1.00 at the door, the concerts, an arrangement has been made that will permit veteran students' wives to attend the concerts free of charge.

Regular students will need only their OCE identification cards for admission, while veteran wives must purchase tickets in advance from Miss Seavey.

Following is a schedule of the concerts:
- Friday, Nov. 18, Vienna Choir Boys: in Pioneer Hall, 8:00 p.m., admission free.
- Sunday, Nov. 20, Mariemma and her Spanish Dancers: in Pioneer Hall, 2:30 p.m., admission free.
- Monday, Nov. 21, Friday Night Revue: in Pioneer Hall, 9:30 p.m., admission charge.
- Friday, Nov. 25, Mariemma and her Spanish Dancers: in Pioneer Hall, 8:00 p.m., admission free.
- Sunday, Nov. 27, Portland Academy Band: in Pioneer Hall, 3:00 p.m., admission $0.10.

THE OCE ANTHEM
LAMRON

Lamron Starts Staff Training Program; YOUR Paper Expands as OCE Grows

Beginning with this issue, an almost entirely new staff is taking on the responsibility for producing the OCE Lamron. It is hoped by the staff that through the aid and support of the student body the prime goal of this paper—or any newspaper—should be the need of self of this community—may be realized.

The staff realizes that to be of service the Lamron must fulfill the same standards that any college newspaper must fill.

It must be viewed as just another medium of student expression on issues important to the students. It must be more than just a "four-page bulletin board." A good paper informs, entertains, and interprets.

Besides presenting the news of the campus, the Lamron should keep a constant lookout for any outside events that are important to the student body or to the community.

Paper Should Interpret
It should also interpret and summarize news on the policies and plans of the school administration, and the reasons behind them. It should be to try to discover interests and trends that are of importance to the field of education. It should be a vehicle for student opinions; it should be an outlet for student expression through writing: it should be designed to give students experiences in journalism.

To carry out all of the above requirements is not an easy task. In one, two, or three-man papers such as the Lamron had become, it is almost impossible. Although the tiny staffs of the past have done remarkably well, it was inevitable that there would be some loss of viewpoint and perspective.

John, a freshman, who added his best to a project when he is overloaded with responsibility for the past, an apt perception to the Lamron staff would cause even the strongest to shudder, for an hour long stretch of hard work and sleepless nights.

In an attempt to get the Lamron on a more solid footing, the editorial staff now hopes to have enough sophisticated staff members to handle the talent under each department to be trained for an unlimited number of staff。

Burglars Con Chest Drive
This week Wednesday and Thurs­day OCE's House of Seven Burglars will open the season, held principally to vote on the establishment of the Campus Chest.

For those who do not know, OCE students are invited to do their share to contribute at least some coin of their four hours per year to the Lamron as its price of admission.

The increase in the number of students required to pay the admission is partly due to a remaining lack of interest and is a carry-over from the same lack of interest that to be of almost immediate value to the student body.

The Lamron Starts Staff Training Program; YOUR Paper Expands as OCE Grows

In the second half as he rallied the crowd brought OCE the tune of 25-13. A lthough it was doomed to defeat in the first quarter, the College of Education Wolves turn­around as the Viking footballers tallied 14, 10, and 7 points in the second half, to win the high school football game.

The Van Loo Stars:
Van Loo Loo Nets 230 yards.
In 23 Attempts

Bill Mackett's powerful Oregon College Wolves were defeated in victory number four Friday night as they hurried the Yamhill Vikings to the tune of 35-21. All three touchdowns he scored on runs of four, 13, and seven yards, and one yard.

It looked as if the Wolves were doomed to defeat in the first quarter as the Viking footballers tallied 14, 10, and 7 points in the second half, to win the high school football game.

In an attempt to get the Lamron on a more solid footing, the editorial staff now hopes to have enough sophisticated staff members to handle the talent under each department to be trained for an unlimited number of staff members.

OCE ROSE IMPROVE Campus
This year the State Board of Higher Education has approved several improvements designed to improve the appearance and atmosphere of the campus on the OCE campus. Perhaps the most important project is a $25,000 underground distribution system being constructed by the Mill Electric Co. of Salem. The underground system will have several substations on the campus with a new underground sub-station to be built at the rear of the present administration building. Upon completion of the underground distribution system the college will purchase its power requirements from Bonneville energy sources and thus the campus electric service and electric department. The college is now supplied with electric power from the city of Monmouth, 30 miles away.

OCE students are invited to do their share to contribute at least some coin of their four hours per year to the Lamron as its price of admission.
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Open Letter States Off-campus Opinion

If you are one of the over 100 of our fellow students (or rather fellow travelers), on the college roll between the names Abelson and Zingerlein who commutes—take heart. You are full-fledged members of the associated students of OCE and should be treated to the same privileges and the joys of this membership. You are needed to participate in all of the school functions, games, and activities. College classes are for you. Try out for the school play, try out for the varsity teams, for the glee clubs and the chorus.

Don't please fonse-lees—you really belong to a big section of our student body. Over 60 of you are coming from Dallas and good-solded numbers are coming from Dallas and Portland and elsewhere. Smaller numbers come from Corvallis, Albany, McMinnville, Atascadero and other communities. These people are coming to make the campus more of a home, a place we can call our own, a place we can be proud. To quote one student: "I've seen dirtier places that I'm willing to bet are not of OCE."

It is quite possible that none at OCE can be more comfortable—none at all. The student council is working to keep cleaned up the mess that can be found at almost any hour during the day in Maple hall is absolutely useless. The exhibit of pig-sty habits to be seen here is something of which none at OCE can be proud. To quote one student: "I've seen dirtier places than the Maple hall that I'm willing to bet are not of OCE." The student council is working to improve. If this was done, more time during the school term would be available for the other activities that can be found here. Nobody wants the facilities the most—the practicing teacher who needs a darkroom for carrying on visual arts projects, the student who wants to keep clean up the mess made by several hundred students.

It requires but a few extra steps to throw the trash into the fireplace or into waiting wastebaskets. Many dirty dishes can easily be left at the counter on the way out. If this was done, more time during the rush hours could be devoted to service, rather than to have to stop and collect all the scattered utensils. Miss Minnie Dixon, business manager, does her best to keep the gum cleaned from beneath the table tops, but even his frantic efforts fail to help. Some suggested alternative is the hiring of more people to clean the halls. Over 60 of you are coming from Dallas and good-solded numbers are coming from Dallas and Portland and elsewhere. Smaller numbers come from Corvallis, Albany, McMinnville, Atascadero and other communities. These people are coming to make the campus more of a home, a place we can call our own, a place we can be proud.

As we are glad to have so many guests at West House's first coffee hour, many of us have looked forward to having a home over the week-end worked hard to get the house ready and to keep it looking like home. A vote of appreciation goes to Louise and Virginia Morris for their work in helping serve coffee and cookies. Mrs. Keithley was always wondering what to do to the house when she was wondering what to do to the house. If you are one of the over 100 of our fellow students (or rather fellow travelers), on the college roll between the names Abelson and Zingerlein who commutes—take heart. You are full-fledged members of the associated students of OCE and should be treated to the same privileges and the joys of this membership. You are needed to participate in all of the school functions, games, and activities. College classes are for you. Try out for the school play, try out for the varsity teams, for the glee clubs and the chorus.

Don't please fonse-lees—you really belong to a big section of our student body. Over 60 of you are coming from Dallas and good-solded numbers are coming from Dallas and Portland and elsewhere. Smaller numbers come from Corvallis, Albany, McMinnville, Atascadero and other communities. These people are coming to make the campus more of a home, a place we can call our own, a place we can be proud. To quote one student: "I've seen dirtier places than the Maple hall that I'm willing to bet are not of OCE."

It is quite possible that none at OCE can be more comfortable—none at all. The student council is working to improve. If this was done, more time during the school term would be available for the other activities that can be found here. Nobody wants the facilities the most—the practicing teacher who needs a darkroom for carrying on visual arts projects, the student who wants to keep clean up the mess made by several hundred students.

It requires but a few extra steps to throw the trash into the fireplace or into waiting wastebaskets. Many dirty dishes can easily be left at the counter on the way out. If this was done, more time during the rush hours could be devoted to service, rather than to have to stop and collect all the scattered utensils. Miss Minnie Dixon, business manager, does her best to keep the gum cleaned from beneath the table tops, but even his frantic efforts fail to help. Some suggested alternative is the hiring of more people to clean the halls. Over 60 of you are coming from Dallas and good-solded numbers are coming from Dallas and Portland and elsewhere. Smaller numbers come from Corvallis, Albany, McMinnville, Atascadero and other communities. These people are coming to make the campus more of a home, a place we can call our own, a place we can be proud.
Fashion Monthly Lists Rules For College Board Contest

Mademoiselle magazine has now opened its annual contest for college students.规则 opened its annual contest for col...

Your Officers

OJC student body officers for 1949-50 term are: Donald W. Dugdale, president; Bill Floyd, Klamath Agency, vice-president; Ruth Schulenberg, secretary; George Foster, treasurer; and L. E. DeWitt, chaplain. The full agenda of the meeting was read and the minutes of the previous meeting approved. Additional business was heard but no action taken.

Miss Pendley featured Speaker at Education Meet

A large group of Oregon educators learned how American books have affected their reading habits during the meeting of the Oregon State Teachers Association in Eugene. Dr. H. M. Olson, president of the Oregon State Teachers Association, addressed the large group of educators and spoke of the importance of reading and the influence of American books in the lives of students. He emphasized the role of educators in promoting reading and the need for continuing education in this field.

Homecoming Plans Reaided

General Chairman John Herbert reports that student chairmen and their committee groups are hard at work preparing for the annual Homecoming due October 28, 29, 30. Pleasure is being taken in the preparation of the program. Many plans are being made and the students are excited about the upcoming event.

The confederation brought together educators and leaders from Crook, Deschutes and Jefferson counties.

FPTA has New Name

The local Future Teachers of America chapter held a meeting on the campus Tuesday, October 11. At this meeting it was decided to name the organization the "John Dewey" chapter. The chapter was decided to accept the Future Teachers of America constitution and by-laws. Since then all members of the FPTA will also become members of the FTO which is an active organization in Oregon.

Any student who is interested in obtaining information concerning those organizations may do so by seeing Owen Buelow.

Teacher to Speak on Life in India

Dr. Victor Sward who returned recently from India will lecture this evening in the lamron. He is a member of the India Section of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and has been working on his lecture for some time. He has spent several years in India and is well acquainted with the country.

Miss Pendley discussed the different approach to the student of the English and American teacher. The workshop continued her remarks from long experience with British children. A graduate of the world-famed Manchester Arts school, she has taught in the United States and in children in the war-stricken Alumni of Oregon, England's huge industrial center.

The same reasonable prices of our Salem shop will prevail!
Sports Scrap

Vikings Fight Hard, Wolves Too Strong

Frank Leahy's recent last-out at the officiating in the Notre Dame-Washington game hasn't brought any prestige for the venerable Irish coach. According to Van Loo, who saw the game first-hand, Leahy was sticking up for his boys when they were in a bad spot. Last year Purdue university was the victim of the Irish slaughter. Purdue started out with a top-notch eleven that was knocked out by Yale, 29-0. All three Dodger runs came on home runs, two in the ninth inning. Yet, the Dodgers had men on the bases all during the game, and were still unable to find a lead. Then, too! Now, I'll bet two home runs on a no-hitter, Van Loo was not a few words to those who were present.

One new, 'score again,' is always a pleasant surprise to the fans. Why not all. However, the Lions hold the record for the longest touchdown by Van Loo, but it's unlikely that the Vanport Vikings will be able to score it again.

In the fourth quarter, Van Loo returned the favor of the Stanislaus Robin Lee, who kicked off tackle on two successful moves and moved the ball 30 yards to the Vanport 9. Van Loo carried it over from the 6 in third quarter. Defending to get away from the kick again as he was rushed for time on a false start from center.

Only Four Teams Set for Touch FB

A meeting of intramural teams captains was held last Wednesday evening in the Phil building. At present only five football teams have entered. Ralph Miller expressed the desire for two more teams to provide a remaindered football team that will take up the entire season. All men students not competing in varsity or JV football are eligible for intramural football teams. A meeting will be held in PH room 107 tonight to determine a final schedule. Anyone having a team of six or more players who wants to participate is requested to attend this meeting.

WAA Names Heads at Meet

The starting of the 1949-1950 basketball season finds OCE with six members of last year's team, plus three other members of last year's team, who were in the 1940-41 championship team.

The loss of Bob McKe, outstanding member of last year's change, and Jess Palmer, last year's center, will leave gaps in the team that will be hard to fill. Claude Butley, another member of last year's team, will not be back this year because he played professional baseball last season and thus is not eligible.

Knoch Prepares Basketball Plans As Season Nears

The WAA's Women's Athletic Association, meet for the first time this fall on September 28. About 40 girls came out to start the volleyball season. At an executive council meeting the following day, the full roster of women's sports teams, the Wolves, were added to the varsity or JV football are participating in the sport this year.

The committee and sports meet were held on October 5 and decided to make the requirements for eligibility in class tournaments less rigorous. One practice a week will be needed instead of two for six weeks this year. The gym will be open from 4:30 to 5:00 on Wednesdays and Thursdays. Girls may participate in both sports, but only one will be counted toward the requirements.

All girls are welcomed to join the WAA. It's lots of fun!

Gather and sip at Maple hall-fun, frolic and friends are always there. Keep MH clean!

Sports Scrap

Wanted: The latest campus news and notes.

WANT ADS

For rent: Cottage with three rooms, one bath, and one outside kitchen.

Wanted: Baby sitting. Evening.

Wanted: Boys to room and board.

WANTED: Alterations and mending.

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.

(Continued from Page One)

Irene Decker, daughter of the late Henry Decker, took over the OCE ticket desk when his father was unable to attend. The game was held at 4 pm, Friday, beginning promptly.

Mr. Leahy is going to the officiating in the Notre Dame-Purdue game. He has been a member of the Notre Dame and Purdue football teams, and was in a bad spot. Last year Purdue university was the victim of the Irish slaughter. Purdue started out with a top-notch eleven that was knocked out by Yale, 29-0. All three Dodger runs came on home runs, two in the ninth inning. Yet, the Dodgers had men on the bases all during the game, and were still unable to find a lead. Then, too! Now, I'll bet two home runs on a no-hitter, Van Loo was not a few words to those who were present.
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